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Abstract— One of the biggest technological events of the last
two decades was the invasion of digital media in an entire range of
everyday life aspects. Digital data can be stored efficiently with a
very high quality and it can be manipulated very easily using
computers. Furthermore, digital data can be transmitted in a fast
and inexpensive way through data communication networks
without losing quality. Digital media offer several distinct
advantages over analog media. The quality of digital audio,
images and video signals are better than that of their analog
counterparts. Editing is easy because one can access the exact
discrete locations that need to be changed. Copying is simple with
no loss of information and a copy of a digital media is identical to
the original. With digital multimedia distribution over World
Wide Web, Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) are more
threatened than ever due to the possibility of unlimited copying.
This problem can be handled by hiding some ownership data into
the multimedia data, which can be extracted later to prove the
ownership, a concept called watermarking. Continuous efforts are
being made to device an efficient watermarking scheme and this
paper conducts a literature survey of digital watermarking within
an image. It describes the early work carried out on digital
watermarks, including the brief analysis of various watermarking
schemes and its potential applications.
Index Terms— Digital watermarking, Least significant bit,
Discrete Cosine Transform, Discrete Wavelet Transform

I. INTRODUCTION
Everyday tons of data is embedded on digital media or
distributed over the internet. This data, which include still
images, video, audio, or text are stored and transmitted in a
digital format can be easily copied without loss of quality and
efficiently distributed. Thus the protection of intellectual
property rights has become increasingly important.
Information stored in digital format because of ease of
reproduction, retransmission and even manipulation allows a
pirate either to remove a watermark and violate a copyright or
to cast the same watermark after altering the data to forge the
proof of authenticity. The design of techniques for preserving
the ownership of digital information is in the basis of the
development of future multimedia services.
In bank currency notes, a watermark is embedded which is
used to check the originality of the note. The same concept of
watermarking can be used in digital multimedia contents for
checking the authenticity of the original content. Digital
media has the capability to embed additional data into the
original media data in a way which is perceptually,
and sometimes also statistically undetectable.

This data-embedding potential can be exploited to build
protection mechanisms against the threats mentioned before,
or to provide additional functionalities. A watermarking
algorithm embeds a data, an unperceivable digital code,
namely the watermark, carrying information about the
copyright status of the work to be protected [1].
This paper reviews some of the watermarking techniques
carried out with their pros and cons. It firstly provides a
general description of the desirable characteristics of digital
watermarking system. Consecutively, various watermarking
techniques are discussed in brief with the potential
applications of the watermarking methodology. Finally,
certain points are summarized based on the theory and
experimental results obtained by various researchers.
II. ATTRIBUTES OF DIGITAL WATERMARKING
SYSTEM
The significance of a watermarking property in any
particular application depends upon the requirements of that
specific application. Some of the watermarking system
properties are highlighted in this section [2], [3].
A. Embedding Effectiveness
Effectiveness of watermarking system is the probability of
detecting watermark(s), especially at the receiving point. The
desired effectiveness is 100% but it is often not possible
because of the requirement of perceptual similarity conflicts.
Thus, it’s application dependent to sacrifice effectiveness for
better performance with respect to other characteristics.
B. Perceptual Similarity
Perceptual similarity is a measure that determines the
similarity level between the original and watermarked image,
especially at the receiving end. Sometimes the fidelity of the
system can be sacrificed for the better performance with
respect to other characteristics like higher robustness or low
cost. The most commonly used image similarity index
measure is PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) for two X Y
images, O and W where one is original and the other is
watermarked image that can be calculated as,

 max 2 
psnr  20 log 

 MSE 
Where MSE is defined as,

MSE =
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Where max is the possible
maximum value of the image i.e.
max = 255 for 8-bit gray scale
image.
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C. Robustness
Robustness is the ability to detect the embedded watermark
after common image processing operations like compression,
filtering, geometric distortion etc. Sometimes watermarking
systems are developed which have the ability to survive most
of the intentional manipulations. Robustness is application
dependent and it is not necessary that all the applications
require robustness against all the operations. For example, in
broadcast monitoring the robustness is required only against
the communication related manipulations. In fragile
watermarking, robustness is undesirable. However, there is
another class of watermarking called semi-fragile
watermarking, where robustness is required only against the
unintentional manipulations.
D. Data Embedding Capacity
The number of bits, a watermarking scheme encodes within
a cover work is referred to as data payload and is application
dependent. For N bits watermark, the system can encode any
of 2N different messages. Increasing the watermark payload
will affect the fidelity of the system and vice versa. Thus, it is
very important for the researchers to make trade-off between
contradicting properties of the watermarking while
developing the watermarking systems. The three main
contradicting parameters are robustness, imperceptibility, and
payload. Increasing the watermark payload will affect the
perceptual similarity (fidelity) of the image and robustness is
affected by decreasing the watermark payload.
E. Blind and Informed Detection
In informed watermarking systems (i.e. transaction
tracking), the detector requires the original or some
information about the original unwatermarked image.
However, in blind watermarking systems (i.e. copy control
application), there is no need of original or any information
about the original image. The terms private and public
watermarking systems may be used alternatively for informed
and blind watermarking approaches respectively. Blind
detection is computationally complex having low PSNR value
but offers very high security while informed detection is
having high pay load and very high PSNR value having
simple embedding and extracting algorithms.
F. Computational Complexity
Computational complexity indicates the amount of time
watermarking algorithm takes to encode and decode. To
ensure security and validity of watermark, more
computational complexity is needed. Conversely, real-time
applications necessitate both speed and efficiency.
III. WATERMARKING APPROACHES
Various watermarking system can be classified into two
main domains i.e. Spatial domain techniques and Frequency
domain techniques [4].
Spatial domain watermarking slightly modifies the pixels
of one or two randomly selected subsets of an image.
Modifications might include flipping the low-order bit of each
pixel. However, this technique is not reliable when subjected
to normal media operations such as filtering or lossy
compression. On the other side, frequency domain techniques
take the advantage of the human visual system’s low
sensitivity to high and middle frequency information. In these

techniques, the image is first transformed to the frequency
domain by the use of any transformation methods such as
Fourier transform, discrete cosine transform (DCT) or
discrete wavelet transform (DWT). Now the information is
added to the values of its transform coefficients. After
applying the inverse transform, the marked coefficients form
the embedded image. Authors found that the transform
techniques are having very high PSNR values for the
composite image and various image processing tasks can be
performed on it. Table I shows Watermarking domains and
techniques.
Table I. Watermarking domains and techniques
Watermarking
Domain

Technique
Least Significant Bit Coding

Spatial

Frequency

Patchwork Technique
Predictive Coding
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
Spread Spectrum
Discrete Wavelet Transform and
related techniques
Combination of DWT and DCT

A. Least Significant Bit Coding (LSB)
LSB coding is one of the earliest methods of image
watermarking. Van et al. proposed two LSB techniques. In
the first method the LSB of the image was replaced with a
pseudo-noise (PN) sequence while in the second a PN
sequence was added to the LSB [5]. Though this method was
simple, it lacks the basic robustness that may be expected in
any data hiding application. It was able to survive simple
operations such as cropping, any additive noise, however, it
was not possible to process the composite image under
operations such as intensity enhancement, resampling,
requantization, image enhancement, etc. Furthermore, once
the algorithm was discovered, it becomes an easy task for the
intruder to alter or detect the hidden information.
B. Patchwork Technique
Bender et al. [6] proposed watermarking scheme based on
statistical method called patchwork. In patchwork, n pairs of
image points, (a, b) were randomly chosen. The image data in
a were lightened while that in b were darkened. Patchwork
was independent of the host image. Experimental results show
that this algorithm was simple and easy showing reasonably
high resistance to most nongeometric image modifications.
However there were some limitations such as extremely low
embedded data rate and hence this technique was useful to
low bit-rate applications only. Also it was necessary to keep a
register about where the pixels in the image lie. In the
presence of severe affine transformations, it was still
somewhat difficult to decode the image.
C. Predictive Coding Scheme
Predictive coding scheme was proposed by Matsui and
Tanaka for gray scale images [7]. In this method the
correlation between adjacent
pixels was exploited.
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A set of pixels where the watermark had to be embedded
was chosen and alternate pixels were replaced by the
difference between the adjacent pixels. This was further
improved by adding a constant to all the differences. A cipher
key was created which enabled the retrieval of the embedded
watermark at the receiver. This was much more robust when
compared to LSB coding.
D. DCT
A DCT based information hiding system was proposed in
which the image was first segmented into non-overlapping
blocks of 8x8 and forward DCT was applied to each of the
block [8]. After that a selection criteria was applied followed
by applying coefficient selection criteria. The watermark was
embedded by modifying the selected coefficients and the final
watermarked image was obtained by applying inverse DCT.
Fig.1 shows a typical structure of DCT based watermarking.

narrow-band signal is transmitted over a much larger
bandwidth, so that the energy added to any single frequency is
imperceptible. For marking a Gaussian sequence of real
numbers was embedded into the most significant coefficients
found in the image's 8x8 DCT blocks. To verify the presence
of the watermark, the cross correlation value between the
extracted watermark and the original watermark was
computed. Experimental results showed that this method
resists JPEG compression with a quality factor down to 5%,
scaling, dithering, cropping and collusion attacks.
F. Discrete Wavelet Transform and related techniques
DWT based techniques are very similar to theoretical
model of Human Visual System (HVS). It is more frequently
used due to its time/frequency characteristics. Here an image
is passed through series of low pass and high pass filters
which decompose the image into sub bands of different
resolutions. As most of the energy is concentrated in the
approximate (LL) sub band having low frequency sub bands,
any change in these low frequency sub bands would cause a
severe degradation of image. As the human eyes are not
sensitive to high frequency sub bands, the secret information
is embedded in either vertical, horizontal or diagonal (LH,
HL or HH respectively) sub bands. Fig. 2 shows a generalized
DWT based watermarking scheme.

Fig.1 Typical structure of DCT based watermarking
Most of the energy in the DCT domain is concentrated in
the low frequencies. As is known low frequencies are
perceived very well by human eye, hence the chances of the
watermark being perceptible was high where as high
frequencies are prone to attacks such as compression and
scaling. Thus the middle frequency bands were chosen such
that they avoid the most visual important parts of the image
without over-exposing themselves to removal through
compression and noise attacks. The main advantage of DCT
which makes it attractive for watermarking is its energy
compaction property. This property divides the image into
distinct frequency bands which makes it easy to embed the
watermark in the desired area of the image. Experimentally,
this technique proved to be highly resistant to JPEG
compression as well as to significant amount of noise.
However, it suffered from visual artifacts as DCT was done
on the blocks.
E. Spread Spectrum
In 1997, Cox et al. presented their non-blind spread
spectrum watermarking scheme operating in a block-DCT
domain [9]. The authors pointed out that despite the risk of
potential fidelity distortions the watermark needs to be
embedded in an image's perceptually relevant components in
order to be robust against image processing attacks. The
proposed watermarking scheme therefore aimed to embed the
watermark into the image's perceptually significant frequency
components without introducing visible distortions to achieve
robustness against simple image processing and geometrical
image manipulation. To determine the optimal locations for
the watermark, a perceptual mask of a DCT was used to
highlight locations with good properties for robustness and
image quality which normally results in picking low
frequency coefficients. This approach was inspired by the
concept of spread spectrum communications, in which a

Fig.2 Generalized DWT based watermarking Scheme
Xia et al. added a Gaussian random noise to the large
coefficients in the DWT domain [10]. Here the watermark
was inserted in the middle and high frequency bands of the
image. In the decoding process, the DWT of the marked
image was performed and the sections of the watermark were
extracted and correlated with sections of the original
watermark. A watermark was detected if the cross-correlation
was above a threshold. Experimental results showed that the
DWT based watermark approach was robust to several kinds
of distortion such as additive noise, resolution reduction and
compression.
A new approach of watermarking in wavelet domain where
human visual system (HVS) characteristics are exploited to
hide the watermark was developed by Barni et al. [11]. The
watermark to be embedded was a pseudo- random sequence
which was adaptively added to the DWT coefficients of three
largest detail sub-bands. The detection was achieved by
measuring the correlation between the watermarked
coefficients and the watermarking code. The most important
feature of this technique was that the watermark embedding
was performed pixel by pixel considering the texture and the
luminance content of all the image sub-bands. Experimental
results showed that this method performed exceptionally well
in case of lossy compression.
Also,
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the watermarking energy can be kept so high that even a
small portion of the image is sufficient to correctly guess the
embedded code.
Kundur et al. proposed the use of gray scale logos as
watermark [12]. They addressed a multi-resolution fusion
based watermarking method for embedding gray scale logos
into wavelet transformed images. The logo undergoes 1-level
decomposition for watermarking. Each sub-band of the host
image was divided into blocks of size equal to the size of
sub-band of the logo. Four sub-bands of the logo
corresponding to different orientations were added to the
blocks of the same orientation. For fusion, the watermark was
scaled by salience factor computed on a block by block basis.
Simulation results showed that the proposed technique was
highly robust to compression and additive noise. In fact, if the
images were almost completely destroyed yet the watermark
can be extracted fairly accurately.
Authors had developed a new semi-blind reference
watermarking scheme using a combination of DWT and
singular value decomposition (SVD) [13]. In this method
instead of using a PN sequence, a gray scale logo image was
used as watermark. For embedding process the original image
was first transformed into wavelet domain and then using
directive contrast and wavelet coefficients a reference
sub-image was formed. By amending the singular values of
the reference image using the singular values of the
watermark, the watermark was embedded into the reference
image. This technique proved to be very robust and was able
to withstand a variety of attacks including ambiguity attack.
Also, it was found that after undergoing operations such as
filtering, addition of noise, JPEG compression, cropping,
resizing, rotation and pixilation, the extracted logo was still
recognizable.
A blind image watermarking scheme based on wavelet tree
quantization was proposed [14]. In this approach a super tree
was formed by grouping the wavelet coefficients of the host
image. This super tree was quantized in such a way that it
exhibits a large enough statistical difference which can be
used for embedding and extracting watermark. This technique
proved to be robust for both time and frequency domain
attacks.
An algorithm was proposed by Ramani et al. which was
having very high data hiding capacity [15]. It was based on
Integer to Integer Wavelet Transform (IWT) with Bit Plane
Complexity segmentation (BPCS). IWT was used to
decompose the cover image whereas BPCS takes the
advantage of HVS which cannot recognize changes in
complex positions of the image. The drawback with this
method was that it needed separate processing for R, G and B
components of the color image.
A method based on combination of DWT and a Generic
algorithm which can be used to find the best sub band for
watermark embedding was introduced [16]. This technique
provided imperceptibility and robustness simultaneously but
the process was too lengthy and time consuming.
1-level DWT alpha blending technique was proposed
which embeds the invisible watermark into the salient features
of the original image using Daubecheis wavelets [17]. In this
approach the decomposed components of both the images
were multiplied by a scaling factor and then added. Result
shows that the quality of the watermarked image, recovered
image and extraction of watermark were dependent only on
the values of the scaling factors k and q. Also the process of

embedding and extracting was simpler when compared to
DCT method. There was a limitation that the size of the
watermark must be smaller than the host image and the frame
size of both the images should be made equal.
G. Combination of DWT and DCT
A technique based on joint DWT – DCT transformation
was proposed [18]. A binary watermarked logo is scrambled
by Arnold cat map and embedded in certain coefficient sets of
a 3-level DWT transformed of a host image. Then, DCT
transform of each selected DWT sub-band is computed and
the PN-sequences of the watermark bits are embedded in the
middle frequencies coefficients of the corresponding DCT
block. In extraction procedure, the same procedures as the
embedding process is used to extract the DCT middle
frequencies of each sub-band. Finally, correlation between
mid-band coefficients and PN-sequences is calculated to
determine watermarked bits.This technique proved to be
more robust and imperceptible as the visual artifact drawback
of the block based DCT method is reduced giving
comparatively higher PSNR value.
IV. APPLICATIONS
There are diverse applications of watermarking for which
suitable watermarking systems are designed. Watermark can
be used in copyright protection which prevents redistribution
of copyrighted images. Authentication for ownership
verification in case of ATM, credit cards, etc. can also be
achieved. Content labelling and content protection are the
most common examples of visible watermarks. Nowadays
digital watermarking is also being used in biomedical and
satellite imaging to highlight some peculiar regions and parts
of an image. Covert communication which includes
transmitting hidden data which is almost imperceptible to the
intruder is being achieved using watermarking schemes
having high data embedding capacity.
V. CONCLUSION
Significant number of watermarking techniques can be
found in the literature used in the variety of applications
because of their advantages over the alternative methods. The
overall study in this paper shows that the spatial methods are
relatively fast and requires low resources and even they can
provide comparable performance over scaling and additive
noise attacks. On the other hand, frequency domain methods
are computationally complex but performs exceptionally well
in terms of robustness, pay load capacity, image operations
and imperceptibility. DCT based watermarking systems are
highly resistant to JPEG compression and shows high energy
compaction property while DWT based watermarking
systems are more preferred choice because of the advantages
listed out by several authors in their respective research over
the years.
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